Canteen Change

22 09 16

Dear Parents and Caregivers,

At the moment the school canteen is run by the school and relies heavily on the volunteers who attend every week to keep it functioning so well. We owe particular thanks to Mrs Donna Field and Mr Daniel Pennings who attend and co-ordinate the canteen twice a week. Both Donna and Daniel have been wonderful contributors to the current canteen operation and the school is very appreciative of their time and efforts over the past years.

There is a move across the diocese to out-source canteens and Corpus Christi will be heading in the same direction during next term. This will allow our school to focus more of our resources on our core business of learning and teaching while also continuing the service that the canteen provides the school community.

A tendering process that will be facilitated by the Catholic Education Office will be conducted early next term with current preferred suppliers. Local requirements will be noted for the tendering to ensure that our needs are specifically met. Once the successful company is awarded, we will negotiate a start date and this information will communicated to all families along with food selection and price lists.

As we move through this process of change we will have the opportunity to thank both Donna and Daniel formally at a school assembly in term four, along with the many parents and caregivers who have assisted voluntarily at the canteen at Corpus Christi.

Yours in education,

Paul Devlin
Principal